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Ensuring Inclusivity and Visibility of black creatives in Camden

CAMDEN BLACK CREATIVES
2021 REPORT

We have a strong foundation to build on in 2022 following a successful 2021 and we
hope the council can help us continue building on what we’ve started. Access to
space and funding is our biggest challenge. We live and work in a borough where
most things are above the national average when it comes to costs. As Black people,
reports have shown that we are more disadvantaged when it comes to accessing
support in all areas when trying to achieve an equal quality of life to the rest of the
population.

We are proud to share this report in the hopes that it will help guide the council in the
way it distributes its funds, with the intention of serving everyone fairly in its
community and especially those that government reports have shown to have been
affected by racial injustice.
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1. ABOUT CAMDEN BLACK CREATIVES

CBC Back Story
In late 2019, I realised that although I had lived in the borough of Camden for over 30 years,
I still didn’t feel part of the community. I live in Belsize Park and as lovely and safe an area
to live and bring up children in, the Belsize Park and Hampstead community didn’t provide
me with anything that made me feel part of a rich and diverse community, that recognised or
celebrated my culture. In late 2020 following the pandemic, the murder of George Floyd and
the BLM movement, myself and 3 other local artists and residents of Camden, Violeta Sofia,
Auda Sakho and Shade Adekoya,  decided that It was now more imperative, as a black
person, to be part of a change that will help support the fight for diversity, inclusivity and
racial equality.

We are all local creatives and have struggled to find representation of our work in our local
community or even an affordable place to work from without leaving the borough. We
realised that there was very little to no real representation for black creatives who lived or
worked in Camden. This led us to start and launch Camden Black Creatives (CBC) in Feb
2021.

Caroline Chinakwe CBC Chair

About Camden Black Creatives

Launched in Feb 2021, Camden Black Creatives is a network of creatives and cultural
producers of African heritage, strengthened by the global call for equality and overt diverse
representation both at institutional level and accessibility to resources.

About the Team
CBC’s committee members are made up of highly skilled and creative professionals with
decades of industry experience as practitioners with their own businesses. Together we have
amassed an impressive portfolio of active clients that includes: BBC, African Fashion Week
London, The British Film Institute, `Unilever. Exhibitions at the Royal Academy of Arts, South
Bank Centre. Featured in magazine publications such as Vogue Global and Elle Italia to
name just a few.
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Our diverse group of creatives include:
● Visual artists
● Photographers
● Designers
● Writers
● Poets
● Directors
● Costume designers
● Pattern Cutters
● Interior designers
● Musicians

OUR MISSION

Our mission is to galvanise support and spotlight the work of established and
up-and-coming Black creatives and those who identify as Black across the London Borough
of Camden, thereby propelling more equitable representation of Black artists, freelancers
and businesses in the Borough.

OUR VISION

Our vision is to one day have a permanent and multi use space for black artists, where our
creativity can flourish through cultural collaborations and mentoring. CBC envisions a
multicultural Camden where all individuals and organisations could have an equal
opportunity in the Borough.

OUR AIMS
Through the promotion of Black art and cultures, CBC aims to enrich and develop the
community in Camden through diverse creativity, mentoring, education and sustainable
commercial ventures powered by inclusive collaborations of artists, businesses and
freelancers. In addition, CBC is dedicated to making experiences enjoyable and
inspirational for everyone who lives, works or visits  Camden.

2. REPORTS & DATA ON INEQUALITY
Camden is known for its culture and art, also is one of the most diverse areas of the
country, with a history of fighting for equality and progress, so it is important for Councillors
and those making decisions for the ethnic community in Camden, to  understand the lived
experiences of Black, Asian and other ethnic groups in Camden, in order to make the right
decision for us.

While writing this report, we did extensive research in the hopes to find detailed and current
reports with data on Camden's ethnic minority community, their needs, every day
challenges and aspirations, but the reports we found gave very little to help understand the
true experiences of minority groups and the effect inequality, racial injustice and
unconscious bias has on every aspect of our lives.

Below are excerpts from the reports we were able to find.
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Reports & Data Findings

2020/21 BUILDING EQUAL FOUNDATIONS REPORT
● Over 34% of Camden’s residents are from Black, Asian and other ethnic

backgrounds.
● In Camden there are 48,823 children and young people aged under 19, and 25,037

Camden households have dependent children.
● In 2018, 43% of children in Camden were classed as living in poverty, half of these

children are from black Asian and other ethnic groups compared to the national
average of 21%.

● In the 2020 building equal foundations report, Camden noted that in a series of
roundtable discussions with the council, headteachers, Camden learning and the
police. There were clear causes for change particularly around the impact of
systematic racial injustice and equalities in the communities, and their impact on the
lives of black people in Camden.

● In the same report it is stated that whilst the availability of live labour market data
relating to ethnicity is limited, the data that was available stated that even prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic, labour market inequality disproportionately impacted black,
Asian and other ethnic communities.

● Whilst 77% of businesses continue to trade during the pandemic, a high proportion of
those in the accommodation and food services, as well as the arts, entertainment
and recreation sectors, paused trading or closed or together. These are the industries
that employ a large number from the immigrant population.

2001 KEN LIVINGSTON COMMISSIONED REPORT
‘The Contribution of Black Business to London’s Economy’

Black-owned businesses are underrepresented in the business population relative to the
share of London's population. Black-owned businesses make up 4% of the business
population but 12% of the population. Yet despite these challenges, our women are
continuing to excel and run sustainable businesses across a wide variety of sectors and
industries. And all this despite challenges that cuts across issues of size, culture and
historical legacy.
Yvonne Thomson Chair ACBN

The profile of African and Caribbean businesses in London clearly demonstrates their
potential and opportunity for growth. Their contribution to London’s economy is incredibly
significant and must not be overlooked. This report demonstrates a clear need for us to
increase our knowledge and understanding of this growing entrepreneurial community and to
ensure that the right resources and skills are in place to continue building a more complete
and accurate picture of African and Caribbean business activity in London.
Lee Jasper Director Equalities & Policing

Report Summary
● There are over 10,000 black-owned businesses employing one or more staff in

London (4 per cent of all London businesses).
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● 25 per cent of black business owners are women (compared to 21 per cent for White
and 17 per cent of Asian business owners).

● Black-owned businesses are underrepresented compared with the proportion of
London’s population which is black. Black-owned business comprise 4 per cent of all
businesses, but 12 per cent of London’s population is black.

● Most black-owned businesses are small (61 per cent have one to four employees,
compared to 49 per cent for White-owned firms and 47 per cent for London as a
whole)

● Black-owned businesses in London have a total turnover of almost £4.5 billion.
● Black-owned businesses provide around 70,000 jobs (3 per cent of total London

employee jobs)
● The two biggest industries for black-owned firms (in terms of number of businesses)

are Real Estate, Renting and Business Activities (broadly Business Services) and
Wholesale & Retail trade.

● Black businesses seem to have shown great resilience during the recent slowdown.
● Black businesses are innovative - they are more than averagely likely to introduce

innovations in goods, services or business processes, and significantly more likely
than the average to derive substantial benefits from such innovations.

2021 CENTRAL LONDON FORWARD REPORT
Inequality & Poverty in Central London Before and During The Covid-19 Pandemic

Looking at inequality in central London and the impact of Covid-19 on this through the lens
of ethnicity is important because people in ethnic minority households are much more likely
to experience adverse outcomes.

● A key example is that 49% of Black households and 39% of Asian households are in
poverty in the UK compared to 19% of White households.

● Ethnic make-up of central London boroughs (2018)
● The national data on ethnicity and ownership and senior leadership of SMEs shows,

like the national data on gender, underrepresentation. For instance, while around
14% of the population is estimated to be non-White, only 7% of SMEs are led by
somebody who is non-White.

● The aforementioned BBB research suggests that Black business owners have a
median turnover of 30% less than White business owners and that only half of Black
entrepreneurs meet their non- financial business aims, compared to nearly 70% of
White entrepreneurs. Asian and Other Ethnic Minority entrepreneurs were found to
have better outcomes than Black entrepreneurs. But their success at starting a
business, and overall business success, was found to be less than that of White
entrepreneurs.

● The same study also described one of the few pieces of evidence around
intersectionality, finding that 37% of Black female business owners and 36% of
female business owners from Asian and Other Ethnic Minority backgrounds reported
making no profit in 2019, compared to 16% of White male business owners.

● There is also evidence of poorer outcomes in terms of day-to-day business
operations. BEIS research from 2012 found that – post-financial crisis – businesses
with Black African owners were more likely to experience an overdraft rejection or a
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higher interest rate – by over 2 percentage points – on an overdraft facility than a
White owner.

● Black African owners were also found to be more likely to receive rejections for loan
facilities, and have higher interest rates on them if the facilities were rejected.

● Businesses with Indian owners tended to pay marginally higher interest rates on
loans than White owners, but Pakistani owners tended to pay lower interest rates on
loans.

● Again, it is important not to draw too many conclusions from the above evidence
about causation – the inequality in business ownership and outcomes may be the
result of other inequalities. It is, however, possible to say that there is very clear
evidence of inequality in business opportunity and outcomes related to ethnicity, but
not clear evidence on what the cause of it is. For instance, lower household incomes
may mean less ability to invest in ideas and to access finance.

ROUNDHOUSE
In 1985, Ken Livingston also commissioned The Black Arts Centre at The Roundhouse to
challenge institutionalised racism of mainstream art- A year later it was closed.
Although the Roundhouse encourages the development of talents for all young people, it’s
hard not to imagine the difference and impact having a whole building dedicated to black arts
would have made to the black community in developing young, black  talents. Knife crime is
so high in our Country and 2019  saw the highest level of knife crimes with 49 young lives
taken, most from the black community. 2021 saw 30 lives lost to knife crime in London alone.
It has been said that the lack of opportunities and black role models  for young black boys, is
a driving force for knife crime.

BLACK POUND DAY
The success of Camden’s support and partnership with the organisation Black Pounds Day
is one that should be capitalised upon. It should not be seen as a one off project and a
“Putting a band aid over it’ scheme, playing lip service to another very important issue.
So far we have not seen anything from the Council regarding  plans to make this a regular
occurrence.

3. OUR PROJECTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Since the launch of CBC in February 2021, we are so proud to say that in such a short time
and with all members in CBC’s committee working as full time artists, parents, carers and
with very little funding, we were able to accomplish some of our goals for 2021.

● Successful set-up of community group (CBC), starting  with 4 committee members to
now over 700 followers on social media and over 100 CBC members with over 70%
living or working in Camden

● Delivered 7 projects
● Engaged with over 2000 community residents and visitors
● Collaborated with 4 different organisations
● 2 new collaborations gained from the PopUp
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PROJECTS
CAMDEN INSPIRE
CAMDEN TOGETHER OUTDOOR CINEMA
LETS DO LONDON OUTDOOR ART PROJECT

The Camden Together 2021 series of events was a way to open up Camden, following the
closure of businesses and public spaces due to the pandemic. Community Projects were
invited to participate and apply for grants to support their projects.
CBC applied and received funding from the Council and were able to participate and deliver
4 projects. This included the outdoor cinema in Waterlow park, outdoor chalk workshops,
Camden Aspire festival and our own festival, CBC culture Fest.

Outdoor Film Screening Waterlow Park
Participating in the outdoor cinema was one of our creatives Modu Sesay, an up and coming
film maker. The outdoor screening project was a worthwhile experience for Modu as funding
allowed him to finish his film project in time for the festival and it was the first time he had
seen his work on such a big screen and showing to a mixed audience. The feedback from
his film has given him the much needed confidence to continue pursuing his ambition.

Camden Aspire Outdoor Festival
Our members also participated in the Camden Inspire outdoor festival which included live
entertainment, art, retail market stalls, workshops and street food. Redress Laboratory was
one of the businesses that participated.
Redress Laboratory Redress Laboratory is an Upcycled, sustainable fashion brand and
Revamping service based in London. As part of the event, Redress laboratory hosted fun &
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pedagogical workshops, aimed at educating , encouraging and engaging children and
individuals with sustainable practices. These  workshops all revolve around sustainable
fashion practices. These range from an introduction to natural dyes to the repairing and
mending of clothes thereby increasing their longevity. The workshops were a great success
as they were both fully booked by attendees. This success reflects on the importance of
creating such community based events and supporting businesses from different ethnic
groups to showcase their work and skills to a wider audience.

LET’S DO LONDON CHALK ART OUTDOOR PROJECT Oct 2021
This project was a free pavement workshop & walks to showcase the wonderful, bright new
road crossing in Tottenham Court Rd, by British Nigerian artist Yinka Ilori. The project was
run during the October half term and aimed at young children.

3 of our artists took part in this project, from different artistic practises. The biggest problem
ended up being the location for the project which was a small square next to Goodge St
underground. Goodge Street is not really an area where parents with their children frequent
and because of this, we didn’t see a high traffic of children wanting to take part and instead
had more adults joining in.
The artists were looking forward to working with kids so it was unfortunate that this didn’t
really happen. A better space to use would have probably been Granary Square as this is an
area parents bring children to because of the water fountains and clear open space to run
around.
The positives for this project was the fee paid to artists which was the going rate and those
that did participate really enjoyed it.

Camden Together -  CBC CULTURE FEST 2-3 Oct 2021
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Our last participation in the Camden Together series of events was our own CBC Culture
Fest which was in collaboration with The Building Centre in South Crescent, Bloomsbury.
This was our first organised event as a group of people who had never worked together
before and it certainly brought its fair share of challenges.
The events team at Camden, led by Nicky Ezer were extremely helpful and supported us in
organising and managing the coordination of the event.
Our event consisted of a 2 day festival with black performers, speakers, a fashion show and
food vendors selling African and Caribbean foods and drinks.  The indoor event included an
art exhibition, short film screening and fashion stalls. Unfortunately due to the unpredictable
British weather, we were forced to cancel the outdoor part of the festival at the last minute
and managed what we could inside the venue. Because of the weather, we had a lower
turnout than expected, but still had an amazing turnout of support, from our social media
followers as well as people from the street. The event was well received and positive
feedback from participants and attendees on the diversity of creatives and programs and the
quality of the festival. We had over 30 participants and over 150 guests attended the event
over the 2 days. The whole project proved to be an invaluable learning experience.

BLACK EXCELLENCE (ROUNDHOUSE Collaboration with artist Violeta Sofia) 6-31 Oct
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The Black excellence project by one of our artists Violeta Sofia, was a collaboration with The
Roundhouse. Violeta had always wanted to work with the Roundhouse having attended
many events there herself and as a local resident, the Roundhouse was the perfect
backdrop to showcase photographs taken of local residents and visitors to Camden from the
black community.
The exhibition ran into Black history month and offered audiences an opportunity to
experience something new, a different view on Black Lives Matter, the diversity of Black
people as well as addressing matters concerning race and identity. The exhibition launch
was attended by over 100 people with over 30 people taking part in the photography
process.

PROUD TO BE (Black History Month)
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The Proud To Be event held at Camden House was Camden’s Black History Season launch
party. CBC was invited to help decorate the space with art and home furnishing from our
creatives as well as a fashion show showcasing styles from some of our designers. Funding
to support our work was given which helped us pay for some of our costs. The space was
amazing and we were able to, at short notice for all involved, put on an amazing show
celebrating black creatives, artists, culture and history. Over 100 guests attended and
participated in the event and new potential business opportunities were made.

OMENKA PopUp shop (Heath street hampstead)
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Having a PopUp was at the top of our list of missions when we started CBC. Although
Camden is known for its cultural diversity and also as an arts borough with over 160 art
galleries, it’s surprising to know that there isn’t a gallery that specialised in arts from the
black community. As artists, creatives who live and work in the borough, it is extremely
important for us to have representation in all areas of the borough. Being visible and
inspiring the next generation of artists was our aim in having the PopUp space to showcase
our work.

With the support of Camden arts development officers like Suzie Plumb and Mike Candler
and Sharon Wallace from the property team, we were successful in acquiring an amazing
space on Heath Street in Hampstead. The shop was our first step to bringing culture and
diversity to a very popular, but very white and middle class area of Camden. The shop was
extremely popular with the locals and has gained a lot of positive feedback and support.
Customers have been thrilled with new works and products by local artists and creatives
from an ethnic minority group that they would normally never get the opportunity to see and
support.

As well as supporting creatives to have such a prominent space to showcase their works as
well as engage with a different clientele, the shop also served as a space to break down
cultural barriers, to educate people about another side of the black experience and also the
opportunity to engage and learn with creatives from the local community.

This was such an eye opening experience for not just the creatives who have met valuable
customers and some are still working with them even after the closure of the store, but also
for the local community who welcomed the diversity in businesses on their high street. We
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made great partnerships including 2 commissions of work for private homes as were
featured on a podcast for Hampstead art walks run by a local resident.

We had 4 weeks in the shop and had 12 creatives/businesses take part, and had over 1200
people pass through the shop.

Feedback from shop customers and visitors.

“This is by far the best shop in Hampstead, we hope you guys can stay longer” Maria
NW3

‘I love the diverse range of products and art from the different artists and it’s so nice
actually meeting some of them in the store’ David NW3

‘This gallery is such a breath of fresh air and a change from seeing the same shops
opening in Hampstead, love everything!’ Anoushka

‘I’ve lived in Hampstead for 10 years and have never seen a store here that
represented my culture, as I walked by, I nearly missed the shop as I wasn’t looking
for it and it had been empty for so long that wasn’t expecting anything new there, but
I was caught off guard by the colours and then to see black women in there was
really shocking. It’s just a shame that I will soon be gone, I was hoping to bring my
sister down…’ Tunde

4.. WHAT NEXT FOR CBC

CBC Mission for 2121

CBC STUDIO SPACE
Despite huge leaps in community uptake of virtual engagement over the last year, in person
is still the best way of interacting with the community and generating new business for those
in the creative sectors. As Camden is a high rent borough, it is almost impossible to find
affordable spaces for creatives who live in the borough, with most of us having to find
spaces outside the borough. A CBC hub will not only serve the artists, but also aid the
council as a resource to collect valuable data which will help support the council when
planning projects and allocating funds for the ethnic minority groups in Camden.

The space will serve as a hub for:

● Black creativity, businesses, and education in the borough of Camden to
showcase their work.

● Enriching and developing community inclusivity/diversity in Camden.
● Curating the Black creativity, culture and experience in Camden.
● Promoting business and encouraging collaborations.
● Delivering talks, workshops, mentoring activities
● Mentoring young minds and inspire them to positiveness and action.
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● Creating a support network for independent artists which would allow them to
feel empowered, inspired and explore their art.

● Teaching young minds how to support themselves financially through their art.
● Supporting creatives mental health by instilling confidence through a

promotion of a healthy work/life balance.
● Community outreach: colleges and universities, community organisations,

governmental and private entities, collaborations with artists, advocacy
groups and influencers.

● Promoting and elevating diversity, inclusivity and visibility of black creatives
and culture in the London Borough of Camden.

● For educating, inspiring and challenging the boundaries of black artist
expression.

CBC POPUP SHOP/GALLERY

Following the success of our first PopUp space in Hampstead, it is vital that we continue with
bringing diversity to the local highstreet. With so many empty shops along Camden
highstreet, we seek support from the council to help us make use of these spaces. Our
PopUp in Hampstead was the only all Black gallery space ever seen in Hampstead and we
hope it will not be the last.

FUNDING/GRANTS

Financial support from the council is very much needed to help deliver all of our projects.
Lack of financial support is something that ends the progress of Black run projects, racial
inequality has made it very difficult for groups like CBC to access grants and funding that will
help them grow their projects and because of this, so many projects have failed. Searching
through the database of community groups in Camden, I could not find one group that
focused on supporting creatives in the borough. Following the impact the pandemic has had
on artists, it will not be surprising to know that the effects have been felt the most with Black
artists. With funding limited all around, it is even more difficult for Black creatives to support
their craft. This is why we really need support from our Council.

Right now we need funding to help us pay for a space in Camden.

We need a space with a minimum of 1000 sq ft and the average price for this starts from
£25,000pa. Our plan is to develop our group and help it become self sustainable in the next
2 years.

CBC AS A COMMUNITY INTEREST GROUP

We are working toward registering as a community interest group with the support from
Camden councillors and expect for the CIC to be up and running by the end of February.

To conclude, we hope you have found this report on CBC’s progress so far, informative and
encouraging. We need your support in disrupting the status quo and act on changing the
traditional dynamics of equality. We want to see communities of colour given the value and
opportunity they deserve. We want more groups like ours to be listened to and for those in
power to help effect positive changes.
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How to Reach Us

Website: Camdenblackcreatives.org
Email: camdenblackcreatives@gmail.com
Instagram: @camdenblackcreatives


